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soundtrack:
the fiery furnaces
greg macpherson
the hidden cameras
the new pornographers
p:ano
sufjan stevens

aliased

recommended readings:
anarchism without hyphens
days of war, nights of love
the dispossessed
infiltration

above all, thanks to the superb people at
mondragon who have provided many a delicious
meal in a welcoming enivronment.
to the counsellor at mini university who
contravened the ban on bringing children into
the tunnels one hot summer.
to the person who indirectly brought you here
by pointing toward much-needed alternatives.
to isaac for the excellent drawings.

listen all y'all

to bitmapmania for the typeface.
to cam, dave, and melissa for music.
to you! let's talk.

travel from building to building. the order of the
pages is your itinerary. the adjacent map is a useful
reference, but you must also be aware of your
surroundings. tunnel navigation signs and building
evacuation maps are your allies.

if you see anyone struggling,
maybe you can help!

by all means, veer off
course if the impulse
strikes.

when you hear a
mechanical instrument,
think of a child shrieking.

when you find the list of points in the location alluded
to on each page, copy down the numbers into your
booklet. you can fill in the appropriate numbers on the
grid as you go, or save it for the end. the pairs are
specified thusly: (row, column)

extra points

keep an eye out for two sets of points posted
independently of the others. they'll be in
places you should be guaranteed to pass by.
enter them at the back of the booklet.

don't worry if you can't find everything. you can
always ask around or get it all at the end.
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